Citation Key
for more information see: http://open.umich.edu/wiki/CitationPolicy

Use + Share + Adapt

{ Content the copyright holder, author, or law permits you to use, share and adapt. }

- **Public Domain – Government**: Works that are produced by the U.S. Government. (17 USC § 105)
- **Public Domain – Expired**: Works that are no longer protected due to an expired copyright term.
- **Public Domain – Self Dedicated**: Works that a copyright holder has dedicated to the public domain.
- **Creative Commons – Zero Waiver**
- **Creative Commons – Attribution License**
- **Creative Commons – Attribution Share Alike License**
- **Creative Commons – Attribution Noncommercial License**
- **Creative Commons – Attribution Noncommercial Share Alike License**
- **GNU – Free Documentation License**

Make Your Own Assessment

{ Content Open.Michigan believes can be used, shared, and adapted because it is ineligible for copyright. }

- **Public Domain – Ineligible**: Works that are ineligible for copyright protection in the U.S. (17 USC § 102(b)) *laws in your jurisdiction may differ

{ Content Open.Michigan has used under a Fair Use determination. }

- **Fair Use**: Use of works that is determined to be Fair consistent with the U.S. Copyright Act. (17 USC § 107) *laws in your jurisdiction may differ

Our determination DOES NOT mean that all uses of this 3rd-party content are Fair Uses and we DO NOT guarantee that your use of the content is Fair.

To use this content you should do your own independent analysis to determine whether or not your use will be Fair.
SI 410 ETHICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Week 5b: Lessons of Wikipedia
JONATHAN ZITTRAIN

- Who is Luciano Floridi and why should you care?
- Information Ethics
- Infosphere and implications
- Critiques of Information Ethics
Jonathan Zittrain is a Professor of Law at Harvard Law School and the Kennedy School of Government, Professor of Computer Science at Harvard’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, and a co-founder of the Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University. Previously, he was Professor of Internet Governance and Regulation at Oxford University and a principal of the Oxford Internet Institute.

http://futureoftheinternet.org/
UNSAFE IS SAFE – DRACHTEN
TRAFFIC

Wim Koolhoven, Roundabout, Wikipedia Commons

Jerry Michalski, An intersection in Drachten, Flickr

Jerry Michalski, Traffic-calmed intersection in Drachten, Holland, Flickr

Jerry Michalski, Traffic-calmed intersection in Drachten, Holland, Flickr
...PEDIAS

- Bomis (like promise) – the origins of Wikipedia “exposed”

- Nupedia (sort of predecessor to Wikipedia)
  - “As such we will not allow any individuals to “edit” articles, thus opening GNE to the possibility of bias.”

- Citizendium – a peer reviewed effort
  - http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Welcome_to_Citizendium
  - See: Doom
  - http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Doom_%28video_game%29
PIECES OF ZITTRAIN’S ARGUMENT

- MyWikiBiz – author your legacy!!!!
  - http://www.mywikibiz.com/Main_Page
CONTENT REUSE

• Thanksgiving (United States). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thanksgiving_(United_States)
• Thanksgiving Day. http://www.answers.com/topic/thanksgiving-day
WHY WIKIPEDIA IS WORKING

- Light regulatory touch + openness
- Earnest discussion
- Core of people who model an ethos
- “User generated content”
- (p. 147) “… involvement of people in the information they read—whether to fix a typographical error or to join a debate over its veracity or completeness—is an important end itself…”
Additional Source Information

for more information see: http://open.umich.edu/wiki/CitationPolicy


